
prinsco : engineered with integrity

For over 30 years, Prinsco has been developing more than just plastic pipe.

We've been developing a reputation that's founded on one simple thing: integrity.

It's how we design our products, it's how we treat our customers, it's how we

do business.

Look for our gold stripe of quality to ensure your pipe has been engineered with

integrity.

goldflo® : features & benefits

�Manning’s “n” value of 0.012

�Lightweight, easy to handle, and easy to cut in the field

�Full offering of standard and custom fittings

�Several joining options allow for quick and easy installation reducing costs

while increasing efficiency

�HDPE material is completely resistant to rusting, corrosion, and deterioration

�Low Manning’s value allows for greater flow

capacity and reduces sediment or debris build-up

�Lightweight and easy field manipulation saves

time, labor, and equipment

�Fittings to meet your specific needs and reduce

field fabrication and costly structures

description

GOLDFLO® is high density

polyethylene plastic pipe. It is

manufactured to the stringent

requirements of AASHTO M294

and ASTM F2306 to ensure you

receive a quality, high

performance product to meet

your demands. GOLDFLO
®
's

superior design offers a soil tight

pipe with maximum strength and

optimum flow characteristics –

the ideal choice for high volume

gravity-flow drainage applications.

applications*

�Storm Sewers

�Highway Drainage

�Parking Lot Drainage

�Storm Water Retention Systems

�Culverts

�Ventilation

�Aeration

* Contact your Prinsco representative

regarding application suitability questions.

plain end dual-wall pipe
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industry standards
[GOLDFLO® pipe meets the following]

�ASTM F 2306: Standard Specification for

12” - 60” (300 - 1500 mm) Annular Corrugated

Profile-Wall Polyethylene (PE) Pipe and Fittings

for Gravity-Flow Storm Sewer and Subsurface

Drainage Applications

�AASHTO M 252: Standard Specifications for

Corrugated Polyethylene Drainage Pipe

�AASHTO M 294: Standard Specification for

Corrugated Polyethylene Pipe, 300 - 1500 mm

Diameter

�ASTM F 477: Standard Specification for

Elastomeric Seals (Gaskets) for Joining Plastic

Pipe

available sizes:
Diameter. Number Length

4" 04DW20NP 20'

6" 06GF20NP 20'

8" 08GF20NP 20'

10" 10GF20NP 20'

12" 12GF20NP 20'

15" 15GF20NP 20'

18" 18GF20NP 20'

24" 24GF20NP 20'

30" 30GF20NP 20'

36" 36GF20NP 20'
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